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Motivation for IE Master in Business for Architecture and Design (MBArch):

Graduating at the precipice of COVID-19, I had witnessed firsthand how businesses had
struggled to maintain their positions, especially in the architectural field where many were
reliant on travel and physical movement. On the other hand, my curriculum had adopted
online mediums of presenting our final projects, crossing over into virtual reality and taking full
advantage of experimenting with new technologies, hugely benefiting and empowering the
school and students.

It is then that I actually understood that architecture (and consequently architectural design
and business) did not have to be one or the other, but could be a blend of both worlds. The
contrast of these two positions intrigued me, and the complementing factors even more so.
How would one balance, optimize and merge the two to its most interesting form? What
“measures” its success? It does not have to be linearly output as the most ‘profitable’, or the
most ‘famous’, or the most ‘innovative’, but perhaps what achieves the intended goal,
whatever scale it may be.

I was fortunate to start working immediately in a company that creates high-end suburban
housing that caters to real estate developers, and learnt first hand how intricately business
and architecture work together; the balance between ambition, budget and law, the struggle
between trying something new and unforgiving deadlines, and also how to work directly under
a boss with few other co-workers in a multimillion dollar environment. Stress aside, inevitably
it can get monotonous as the systems are in place, the output is predetermined, and
processes are recycled. Everyday I itch to try something more stimulating, something more
volatile to this unpredictable world.

Whilst juggling full-time work, I started an entrepreneur. I rented a small 4-storey building (270
sqm) and renovated it as an Airbnb consisting of 6 rooms, primarily targeted towards
staycationers, work from home individuals or tourists. It was a shot in the dark while my
country was still closed, but I had figured that when it opened, the market was going to
change and that was an opportunity not worth wasting. I designed, contracted and supervised
construction, while managing budgets, finances and scheduling. I learnt a lot from the
process, including doing hands-on, fine details and solving minute problems, much different
from what I learn in the firm.

During its completion, the country opened its doors. I now manage the operations, bookings,
and entertain guests while making sure the place keeps running. I am able to understand
directly how what I did during design and development affects how my guests enjoy their stay.
The experiences I obtained are very precious, and it gives me a sense of accomplishment
and giddiness that I am able to run a business with satisfying results from my own creation.

A bit like never-ending curiosity, I want to understand and try my hand at a bigger scale, a
more turbulent, wider environment with many more factors. I am fully aware that although I
have achieved success, they are still very straightforward and I dare say analog, thus I want
to use the knowledge and inherent skills and apply it to more exciting, more complex
situations. Specifically interested in designing or designating space usage for maximum
optimization, I want to combine these components and apply them more vigorously, and I
believe that this program will enable me to do just that.


